IT STARTS INSIDE

GERMAN PRECISION
FOR

CANADIAN

LIVING

Designed

to

block

dampen

noise

extreme

vibrations,

temperatures,

channel

rainwater,

withstand high winds, regulate light, and much
more. As a

premium manufacturer of windows,

EVW has partnered with world-famous REHAU
for all vinyl systems, and industry leaders in
innovative glass systems.

The look of a fine window, with its design character,
lustrous finish and rich colour, draws attention to any
home. Your satisfaction with your windows will have a
lot to do with how they look right after installation, and
how they maintain their appearance through the years.

IT STARTS INSIDE

Energy Efficient

Our uPVC (vinyl) profiles score top
marks when compared with aluminum
or clad windows, as they have better
insulation values and are able to reduce
energy and heating costs.

Pressure Equalized Drainage

Engineered to allow moisture to escape
quickly and effectively to protect the glass
seal.

Seamless Corners
Steel Reinforced

Ensuring perpetual weather tightness,
smooth operation and maintaining
strength is why EVW windows are steel
reinforced. Sash strength is improved by
more than 300% over a non-reinforced
sash.

Insulated Glass

Don’t just cut your heating and cooling
costs, but make your interior surroundings
more comfortable. Euro + glass can meet
or exceed even the most stringent building
codes in any North American climate zone.

For a more attractive outward appearance,
shadow-grooved frame and sash corners
create a seamless finish.

High Security Locking

Multiple locking points to put your mind at
ease and ensure full security protection.

Sound Dampening

We keep sound transmissions to a
minimum with extra wall thickness,
steel reinforcement and multiple interior
chambers.

CLEAR LIVING

Two Pane

Three Pane

Two panes including a double LoE

Three panes of double LoE coated

coated glass, sealed with a Structural

glass on two surfaces, sealed with

Spacer and filled with Argon.

Structural Spacers and 2 Argon filled
chambers.

LoE Coating

Structural Spacer

Argon Filled

Designed to selectively filter the

The backbone of sealed glass, our

The final insulating property, this

sun’s energy in summer and reduce

structural spacer has excellent sealant

high density gas fills the sealed glass

heat loss in winter, this technology

adhesion, insulating properties as

cavities to inhibit convection currents

improves year-round home comfort

well as structural integrity, creating a

within the sealed unit, which in turn

while providing energy savings.

long-lasting and strong sealed pane.

reduces heat loss.

WINDOW SYSTEMS
TILT-TURN
Distinguish your home - tilt turn windows are
the standard by which all other designs are
measured. Whether you want a dramatic wall of
windows or a cozy retreat from the outside world,
the versatile tilt-turn helps you complete the
home of your dreams.

DOUBLE HUNG,
SINGLE HUNG & SLIDER
A window for all ages, hung styles have long graced
the walls of traditional homes such as Cape Cod,
Georgian and Colonial, the simplest, most versatile
and economical choice. Sliders are available in
single or double operators - providing optimal
performance and easy cleaning.

CASEMENT & AWNING
Increasingly popular not only for their simple
elegance, but for their superior ventilation, weather
tightness and ease of operation.
Peace of mind is invaluable. When you know your
windows will stand up to hurricane-force winds
while withstanding impact, you have the security
and satisfaction of knowing the value of your
investment. Believed to be the first vinyl window
design to have earned a performance rating in
the highest classification defined in the window
industry (AAMA 101 “Architectural” Grade 70), the
euro casement is the top in its class. It is strong,
energy efficient, quiet and durable.

Found deep inside Euro windows
and doors is galvanized steel
reinforcement which improves the
sash strength by more than 300%
over non-reinforced.

D O O R

S YS T E M S

TILT-TURN DOOR
Built as a single door or as wall of multiple doors, this
system offers unparalleled versatility, security and
ventilation. Designed for coastal applications due
to the multi-point locking hardware with consistent
compression on the seals around the perimeter of
the sash and frame, these doors are flexible in both
function and applications.

SLIDING PATIO DOOR
System 2200 patio door is the modern design of
a sliding door. This evolved system accounts for
optimum thermal performance and smoother
operation, premium security and sound dampening.
This is the Safe and Sound door.

THE PERFECT FINISH
Your selection of solid coloured white or
beige can be combined with post-application
finishes in a Renolit foil for a textured look
or industrial grade paint for a flawless finish.
Trust these enduring finishes to ensure your
project design makes a lasting impression.
See our Euro Finishes cards to explore colours
and find fresh inspiration.

CUSTOM MADE
We are a ‘Just in Time’ manufacturer, meaning that we only produce
windows and doors ordered by our retail partners. Every Euro window
and door is made by hand at our manufacturing facility in Woodbridge,
Ontario, and then put through our strict quality control to ensure every
Euro product that leaves our factory meets our high quality standards.
This process allows us to produce a wide variety of window and door
options and features made exclusively for your home. From the latest
finishing features to traditional finishes, we will ensure our craftsmanship
will improve the way your home looks and feels.

TRUSTWORTHY
w i n d o w s

&

d o o r s

Because EVW makes all of the windows and doors with
premium components by skilled craftsmen using the
latest in fabrication technology, you can be assured that
your windows and doors will look and work like the day
they were installed - for years to come.
In the extremely unlikely chance that your EVW windows
need servicing, you are covered with our trustworthy
and worry-free 25-year guarantee. No hassle, we’re a
friendly bunch.
This warranty transfers from owner to owner without the
need to resubmit warranty information. Our warranty
doesn’t degrade over time like some of our competitors
offerings, it’s just as solid 25 years from now as it is
today.

GUAR ANTEED

